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Seminar Review / Tournament Results 
John Buckley Repeats as Gold Coast Champ 

Three More Qualify for NHC 
 

 

The annual HTR seminar was held July 25 at the Gold Coast hotel.  You can read all about it in the “HTR 
Seminar Summary” PDF – click here. 
 
Several years ago, after the Stardust announced they were closing, John Buckley suggested to me that we 
hold our annual meeting right before one of the major tournaments in Vegas.  Great idea and it has been a 
definite “win-win” situation for all involved at the Gold Coast – most notably John!     
 
With a record score of over 38,000 points, JB duplicated his 2006 win as champ at the Gold Coast 
tournament 2007.  He is the only person ever to repeat as a winner in one of the Coast numerous contests 
over the last 10 years.  The scores were very high with a plethora of longshot winners throughout, so the 
winner would have to be either very lucky or very skilled.  Buckley fits the latter category.  His selections 
and point tallies are shown on page-3. 
 
The Gold Coast tourney had exactly 500 entries ($400/entry) and a prize pool of $200,000, of which 
$80,000 went to the winner (Buckley).  About 50 of those entries were from HTR participants.  Here are 
the cash finishers from our group this year and payoffs  
 
Name                   Finish    Points        Prize Money 
 
John Buckley (CA)        01      38,878        $80,000* 
Bernie Stroum (NV)       11      28,896        $2,000* 
Ken Massa (CA)           25      25,750        $1,000 
Daven Turner (OH)        48      23,792        $600 
 
* Qualified (free) entry Horseplayer World Series.  Not sure about Bernie, he 
finishes 11th, they take top-10, but he’ll get it if one of the top-10 
finishers is a previous qualifier.  

 
Mall and Dehere score at Emerald 
 

Mel Moser wins it ($20,000) and Henry Damgaard finishes 6th ($2,000) at the Emerald Downs qualifying 
tournament on the Sunday (July 28) after the Gold Coast event.  The implausible story about what 
happened to these guys in the 24-hours prior to the contest is something you’ll want to read (click link 
below) in their own words on the HTR discussion forum. 
  
 http://www.homebased2.com/forums/showthread.php?t=7006 
 
Both receive another coveted NTRA National Handicapping Contest qualifying entry (top-9 finishers at 
EMD got a spot for 2008).  Well done Mall and Dehere – amazing experience and outcome! 
 
Mike Mayo qualifies at Del Mar 
 

After attending the Gold Coast seminar, Mike Mayo flew back to San Diego and entered the DMR 
qualifying tournament, a $5000 entry fee money contest facing off against the best horseplayers in the 
country.  He finished 5th (top 6 qualify) and will be going back to Vegas for his sixth chance at the NHC 
– outstanding. 
 
Quite a weekend for HTR tournament players!  About 30 people who attended the seminar went on to 
compete in tournaments during the subsequent week ending July 29.  They took home more than 
$100,000 in cash and at least four of them qualified for January finals that could net them a great deal 
more money.  Congratulations guys! 

http://www.homebased2.com/km/pdf/Seminar%202007%20%20Summary.pdf
http://www.homebased2.com/forums/showthread.php?t=7006
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Seminar Review / Tournament Results 
Anatomy of a Tournament Champion – Déjà vu! 

 

Below is the list John sent me of his tournament point tally in the order that he they were hit.  Reminder: 
the Gold Coast contest is Win-Place event with 15 mythical wagers plays per day for three days.  There is 
a modified 10% cap on the usual $42/$22 payoff maximums. This means the player will receive full 
credit on 10% of the wager if the win payoff is greater than $42 or the Place price exceeds $22. 
 
The contest was run from Thursday July 26 thru Saturday July 28. 
 
Day   Trk R#   Pn Horse     MLO    WinPay   PlaPay    Points     Total 
 
Thu   SAR 5    12 Pay Att  15/1    $22.60   $9.70       3230      3230 
Thu   SAR 7     8 Truly B   6/1    $30.60   $10.80      4140      7370 
Thu   AP  7     7 Sand Ar  10/1    $54.40   $22.60      6530     13900 
Thu   LAD 10    6 High To  10/1     ----    $10.60      1060     14960 
 
Fri   AP  4     1 Skating  15/1    $50.80   $15.20      5808     20768 
Fri   SAR 6     3 Half He   6/1     ----    $7.30        730     21498 
Fri   DMR 5     7 Carson’   6/1    $15.20   $7.20       2240     22738 
 
Sat   MTH 4     4 Midnigh  15/1     ----    $13.20      1320     25058 
Sat   AP  5     1 West Co  15/1    $71.80   $28.20      6760     31818 
Sat   MTH 10    5 Earthen   8/1    $19.40   $9.80       2920     34738 
Sat   DMR 5    10 Desert   12/1    $17.00   $8.00       2500     37238 
Sat   DMR 7    10 Excessi  12/1    $10.80   $5.60       1640     38878 
 
Talking Points 
 

• 9 wins in 45 tries = 20% winners.  12 for 45 win or place = 26% WP rate.    
• Average Win Price was about $32; approximate Win ROI > 3.00.  

 
• Not only did JB win in back-to-back years in this contest -- this was a record score at the Gold 

Coast and one of highest relative scores ever achieved in any Vegas tournament.  If the total were 
compared to other popular contests it equates to over 11,000 at the Orleans events and about 250 
points at the NTRA NHC.  Obviously we can’t make direct comparisons because the formats are 
all different, but the ROI benchmarks are well established in each.  I have told JB and wife Barb 
that he was underpaid for this remarkable achievement and deserved a million dollars!  

 
• I hit all the same horses that JB scored with at MTH, DMR and SAR.  As you’ll see if you look 

them up in the software, they are pretty obvious HTR plays, usually a “$$” tag.  But he hit two 
bombs at AP that were would be very hard to find with any source.  We talked on the phone after 
returning from Vegas and I asked him about the FTS he hit – AP Race 05 Saturday -- that paid 
$71.80.  Although the winner had dull PED rating and FT and the trainer was just 1 for 12 with 
FTS, he noticed a couple of subtle items: 1) Interesting set of workouts, 5f-6f, very unusual for a 
2yr and several gate works, and all spaced exactly 7 days apart – the horse was extremely fit in 
his mind.  2) The trainer and jockey together had won 5 of 18 starts and a large ROI.  He 
surmised this was a “go to” homerun swing for clever trainer James Divito. 

 
When you are in the zone, noticing obscure clues like that and taking an educated shot is par for the 
course.  Brilliant handicapping.  That element of clarity happens to all of us from time to time as we play 
the horses over the years.  It usually results from intense focus and a relaxed confident attitude. Add a 
healthy dose of good intuition accrued with years of experience and daily feedback betting real money 
and eventually everything comes together. That’s what John Buckley does every day.  He earned it. 
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Handicapping with HTR2 
Critical Analysis (Light Bulb) Factors 

 

This month we will examine many of the items listed in the new “Light Bulb” display.  The “Light Bulb” 
or ‘Critical Analysis’ screen is a horse-by-horse extraction of key factors, issues, challenges and positive 
changes that may affect the outcome.   We’ll begin with those related to trainers and jockeys  
 

• Cold Trainer 
• Cold Jockey 
• Jockey + Trainer Cold 
• HOT Trainer 
• Power Trainer on a Roll  
• HOT Trainer + Jockey combo 

 
Cold Trainer 
A cold trainer is one that has started more than 12 horses in the last 30-days and not been able to win at 
least 5% of those races.  The cold comment can be applied to any trainer regardless of his overall trainer 
rating which is based on 365-day stats.  With that in mind, the cold comment is far more interesting when 
it is listed for an above average trainer (TRN > 300).   
 
As with all the tests in this newsletter, they are restricted to Purse >= $10,000.   The test dates used in all 
samples are August 1, 2006 to July 31, 2007.   
 
Cold Trainer    Purse $10,000+ 
Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
18001     09     32    0.70    $219   0.82 
 

Analysis 
Cold trainers tend to rebound a bit going forward - winning about 9% of the races in which they enter.  
But the win% is a bit deceptive as there may be more than one ‘cold trainer’ in a single race.  So the ROI 
and I.V. become the important statistical signposts.  The ROI was very low despite several 50/1+ shots 
hitting in the sample and the Impact Value is definitely a negative correlation.   
 
Advanced 
The raw stats lend some credence to the ‘cold’ trainer as a poor bet going forward overall, but there are 
several instances that require greater awareness  
 

• A cold trainer facing off against a group of highly rated or hot trainers in the same race.  This is a 
tough scenario for a struggling barn and they are very unlikely to break the slump when facing off 
against winning outfits with positive momentum.   

 
• A cold trainer with a horse that has multiple challenges or changes occurring.  The horse may be 

trying a new surface, distance, up in class (or even a first time starter), a late runner, etc. and this 
puts added pressure on a trainer in a drought making it even more unlikely they will get the win. 

 
• Cold trainer with a favorite.  This offers you a big opportunity to take advantage of a barn under 

pressure to win. They are desperate to get a victory and may even be plunging their own ‘scared 
money’ on the horse today.  No matter how “due” you think the trainer may be, bet against a cold 
trainer with a low odds horse to gain a big edge over the unknowing public.   

 
• Contrary thinking = remember, the cold is based on win records only.  It’s possible the trainer is 

still running live horses but has been unlucky and is finishing 2nd or 3rd most of the time.  
During a bad run the odds will tend to rise as the public becomes aware of the “jinx”. He or she 
will win one eventually, no one loses forever. Go ahead and bet the horse if the odds are high 
because the slumping trainer will be focusing hard on winning now. 
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Handicapping with HTR2 
Critical Analysis (Light Bulb) Factors 

 

Cold Jockey 
Jockeys that are losing over and over won’t be securing live mounts and the public will quickly become 
aware of them.  They’ll be riding 40/1 shots every time and trainers will be ignoring their agents.  Best 
hope for the cold rider is to hustle in the morning and build loyalty with a barn that may reward them with 
an occasional live runner.  So my gut instinct is to look for an angle with the cold jock and try to take 
advantage for price plays (see Advanced below). 
 
Cold Jockey    Purse $10,000+ 
Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
28814     05     20    0.63    $266   0.46 
 
Analysis 
There is no shortage of cold jockeys in the daily entries (28,814 in the sample).  They live up to the 
negative connotation “cold” winning less than 1 in 20 times with severe losses.   Despite the high odds on 
most of these runners, the ROI was terrible.  The I.V. falls below the ‘critical negative’ range of 0.50, 
meaning the horses are losing at far higher rates than the normal expectation.  It is going to be tough to 
make consistent profits with them. 
 
Advanced 
The 5% winners still means these lowly riders score about two or three times per week on the typical 
circuit and will almost always be paying huge mutuels and exploding the exotics.  Is there an iota of 
evidence to take a shot with them for a bomb? 
 

• Early speed is the key ingredient to betting a cold jockey.  This makes good common sense as it 
would be much more difficult for a young, inexperienced or slumping rider to deal with a late 
runner likely to encounter trouble, especially on grass.  The rank = 1,2 with Fr1, E/P or PAC is 
indicative and Fr1 rank =2 had the highest tally of longshot winners among the pace, speed and 
velocity ratings (PED has the most longshots overall – see below). 

 
• A strong workout pattern may indicate the cold jockey has been working the horse in the morning 

and the trainer is giving the eager rider a shot.  This is a positive sign that the trainer either 
believes the horse is responding to the workouts and possibly that the jock has shown a lot of 
hustle and impressed the barn that he deserves a chance to ride a live mount in the afternoon. 

 
• Pedigree (PED) rating tends to overcome almost any other negatives and produce surprise 

winners regardless of the jockey.  Very few cold jockeys receive a mount on a horse with a 450+ 
PED rating.  But when they do, take a shot if the odds beckon. 

 
• Cold riders rarely get aboard favorites.  But when the do, the results dip slightly below the normal 

expectation.  Cold jockeys win just 28% with tote favorite, even though the average off-odds are 
about the same for all wagering choices.  The resulting ROI = 0.76. 

 
• The most severe negative for the cold jockey is a low rated (K = 7,8,9).  The win rate drops to 

about 1 or 2% and the ROI and I.V. fall right off the charts with massive losses. 
 
Summary 
Weak riders are all too obvious and the public doesn’t make many mistakes betting against them.     
 
I’m guessing that the public should be far less aware of slumping jockey + trainer combinations.  This 
produces the “Trainer + Jockey Cold” comment on the Light Bulb screen.  We’ll take a look at that one 
on the next page. 
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Handicapping with HTR2 
Critical Analysis (Light Bulb) Factors 

 
Trainer + Jockey Cold 
 

If the trainer and jockey are slumping and haven’t been able to win together, it may cause a rift between 
the jock’s agent and the barn - each blaming the other for the continuing failure.  Pressure to win is 
enormous in the thoroughbred game.  Owners will take notice very quickly that a certain rider is not 
getting them into the winner’s circle and will urge the trainer to try someone else.  This means trainer + 
jockey losing streaks don’t usually last very long in the short run.  However, our cold alert is based on 
365-day rotation and the drought may not be quite as obvious if spread out over a year.  If the cold 
comment involves one of the popular jockeys the trainer will be less likely to replace them and the losses 
can add up without much notice from the public.    
 
Trainer + Jockey Cold    Purse $10,000+ 
Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
16135     08     29    0.66    $235   0.69 
 
Analysis 
The ROI is very low as many of these cold T+J are still backed by the betting public despite the slump.  
So the cold T+J combos are an excellent bet-against with little downside, particularly if the odds are low. 
 
Advanced 
As horse bettors, we become concerned if we experience 15 or 20 consecutive losers.  Trainers and 
Owners feel the same way and the first person they will blame is the jockey.  So it is almost shocking to 
find T+J slumps involving more than 15 losers, even if the stat involves an entire year.  This means the 
T+J cold comment is one you need to take advantage of without hesitation and ignore any other positive 
aspects about the horse unless the odds are very high. 
 
That concludes the negative comments and we will now look at the many positive items related to 
Trainers and Jockeys found on the Light Bulb listing.   
 
Power Trainer on a Roll 
This distinct comment applies to any trainer rated in the top 10% of all trainers (TRN > = 390) and is 
currently winning over 30% of the time (last 30 days).  That is a compelling double stat.  Super trainers 
tend to win at consistently high rates throughout the year, but there are streaks when they are hitting on all 
cylinders and that is what we are trying to pick up on here.  When this combination is present, the 
credentials of the horse hardly matter.  The trainer is sending out nothing but live runners.   
 
Power Trainer on a Roll    Purse $10,000+ 
Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
06949     26     60    0.85    $123   2.02 
 

Analysis 
Moving forward the Power Trainer on a Roll win 26% of the time.  Excellent win percentage, but bettors 
are definitely aware and there are few overlays to be found. 
 
Advanced 
The problem with trainer stats is that is that we tend to notice them at the peak of the cycle.  Any trainer 
hitting 26% is outstanding and the impact value is excellent, but the streak does not continue to increase.  
One clear reason for this is due to the “winning effect”.  With a barn full of recent winners, a successful 
trainer must now step them up and face tougher competition.  The new opponents will be faster runners 
with similar trainers that have likewise been sharp lately, making it difficult to continue winning at 30%.  
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Handicapping with HTR2 
Critical Analysis (Light Bulb) Factors 

 
HOT Trainer 
This comment applies to all other trainers with a TRN rating that is less than 390, but who are hitting 30% 
winners in the past 30-days.   
 
HOT Trainer    Purse $10,000+ 
Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
06513     19     51    0.85     $94   1.53 
 

Analysis 
At first glance these results don’t seem so “hot” with just 19% winners going forward.  But the typical 
trainer wins just 12% in a year, so the “Hot” tag improves that to 19%.  This comment is very valuable 
and definitely promotes an average or weaker trainer in the midst of a good run.   But the ROI is not 
promising (-15%) and that leads us to believe the public may be more aware of the “hot” trainers than we 
expect. 
 
Advanced 
There are several methods to improve the value of the “hot” trainer and “power trainer on a roll”.  

 
• Hot trainers are far more effective if the horse has a top early speed rating (FR1, E/P, PAC) 

ranking = 1 or 2. 
 

• A strong workout rank or rating (Wk=1 or Wk 85+) has a powerful effect on the ROI of a hot 
trainer moving it past 0.93.  This makes sense as a trainer on a winning streak will be making 
good decisions with his morning preparations as well.   

 
• Favorites and K=1,2 win about 4% higher when the trainer is “hot”.   This is a significant stat 

that has consistent results regardless of other factors involved.  If you need a single in the 
pick6 or pick4, take some insurance with a “hot” trainer. 

 
Trainer + Jockey Hot 
 

I did not find an effective “HOT Jockey” method using our data.  Jocks tend to go in and out of hot and 
cold streaks on a daily basis.  It’s tough to keep up with that and typically we’ll notice the peak of the 
streak when it is already waning.  But I did give “Trainer + Jockey HOT” a go using a 30% win rate as 
the basis for applying the Light Bulb comment. 
 
HOT Trainer + Jockey   Purse $10,000+ 
Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
21650     22     53    0.85    $123   1.77 
 

Analysis   
A past trend of 30% T+J, results in 22% winners going forward.  This is very typical of low sample 
trainer stats.  Going forward, winning horses must step up in class and face other successful barns with 
“hot” connections as well.  The 30% rate does not easily progress when the competition gets tougher after 
winning a race.   
 
This is a valuable result considering there is no other handicapping involved.  About 53% of them hit the 
board and the impact value (I.V.) is a strong = 1.77.   The ROI was not good however, so this is a mix that 
doesn’t uncover a lot of longshot winners and the public is clued in and betting them heavily. 
 
Summary    
Although there is no direct profit in any of these “hot” trainer and jockey items, they definitely have a 
clear impact on the outcome of races.  The most important asset is awareness.  When we are aware, and 
other bettors are not, the edge is in our favor.   
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Handicapping with HTR2 
Critical Analysis (Light Bulb) Factors 

 

Never Passed a Horse in the Stretch 
 

Here is a Light Bulb item that has received considerable feedback from users.  Most have told me they 
never thought of it before. The item is listed when the horse has shown at least 6 lifetime starts but has 
never gone by any opponent from stretch call to finish.  This means the horse most likely will have to race 
wire-to-wire in order to win and has no apparent desire to fight it out.   
 
Keep in mind that it is not necessary to pass in the stretch to win a thoroughbred race.  In fact, most 
winners of dirt races already have the lead by the stretch call.  The “never passed…” comment is far more 
indicative if the horse is unlikely to get the lead or will have to fight for it.   
 
Has Never Passed a Horse in the Stretch    Purse $10,000+ 
Item           Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
ALL            26338     15     40    0.82    $182   1.24 
 

RS= F          03934     17     41    0.81    $95    1.32 
RS= E          14867     16     41    0.83    $140   1.34 
RS= P          05878     12     37    0.81    $182   1.04 
RS= S          01540     10     32    0.75    $99    0.83 
RS= R          00114     03     11    0.63    $88    0.24 
 

E/P=1          06399     22     49    0.90    $98    1.71 
E/P=2          04920     18     46    0.89    $140   1.47 
E/P=3          04014     14     42    0.77    $113   1.13 
E/P=4          03259     13     38    0.86    $182   1.09 
E/P=5          02557     10     33    0.74    $116   0.84 
E/P=6          01907     10     31    0.78    $113   0.87 
E/P=7+         03238     06     22    0.65    $123   0.62 
 
Analysis 
 

The “never passed….” horses win their share with about 15% overall hit rate.  Most of the winners are 
horses that controlled the pace and ran wire-to-wire.  They don’t need to pass in the stretch.  We can see 
from the stats that the positional (RS) and early speed rank (E/P) confirm this situation.  Those that are 
ranked E/P (Early Pace Velocity) > 4, and not likely to get the lead, are at a severe disadvantage and will 
cost their backers a lot of money.   
 
Bottom line: don’t bet on these horses unless you are sure they will be in front the entire race.   
 
An interesting ancillary piece of information that came out of this test is the percentage of winners that 
actually have to pass in the stretch by distance and surface category.  The top ranks are those d/s 
categories that had winners passing in the stretch the most often.   
 

Artificial Routes   (most important d/s for stretch passing necessity) 
Turf Route 
Artificial Sprint 
Turf Sprint 
Dirt Route 
Wet Sprint 
Wet Route 
Dirt Sprint (the lowest number of winners that had to pass other horses in the stretch) 
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Handicapping with HTR2 
Critical Analysis (Light Bulb) Factors 

 

Very slow early, will have to come from far back to Win 
 

This Light Bulb comment identifies horses that are just plain slowpokes in the early running.  They will 
almost certainly have to thread their way through traffic or go wide resulting in a low win rate.   But 
during the early weeks of the DMR and KEE meetings these horses showed a flat bet profit on the new 
artificial surface.   So there may be unusual circumstances that favor deep closers.  Here are the stats  
 
Very slow early, will have to come from far back…   Purse $10,000+ 
Type           Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
ALL            16207     06     24    0.67    $210   0.65 
 

Dirt Sprint    07160     06     22    0.63    $182   0.59 
Dirt Route     02599     06     26    0.71    $191   0.61 
 

Turf Sprint    01067     07     23    0.89    $210   0.71 
Turf Route     02035     08     25    0.66    $145   0.78 
 

Artf Sprint    01126     08     26    0.70    $69    0.81 
Artf Route     00482     07     23    0.72    $133   0.80 
 

Wet Sprint     01237     05     23    0.54    $151   0.53 
Wet Route      00501     08     28    0.72    $50    0.78 
 

Favorites      00764     28     61    0.81    $10    2.83 
 
Analysis 
There is a wealth of solid information for every serious handicapper to consider in this data test.   Notice 
the low ITM (finished 1-2-3) results in all cases.  Less than one in four of the plodders are even able to hit 
the board – but you can be sure they are part of many trifecta and superfecta that get thrown away.   Some 
are low odds and even favorites.  If the favorite, they win 28%, not bad considering the other stats here.   
 
The impact value (I.V.) is the essential piece of information in this test.  The I.V. transcends two 
important issues: (1) win percentage distortion if there are an unequal number of test horses per race – 
there may be several of the slow horses in some races, zero of them in others; (2) field size, this is a key 
factor when comparing test results from turf vs. wet for example, as the low field size will usually favor 
the wet races, but it did not in this case.  The overall impact is a severe negative here (below 0.75). 
 
These “slow early” late runners have their most difficult task when faced with sprinting on dirt.  The 
impact values and ROI are the lowest and show a clear negative correlation.  Despite a much lower 
average field size the impact of the late runners is a disaster on the wet tracks as well. 
 
Dirt and wet Routes don’t manage much better.  The “too slow early” entrants are too far back to make an 
impact in most cases.  Unless the odds are 15/1 or more, they are poor bets to win. 
 
If the “slow early” runners are entered on grass, they fare much better than dirt.  This makes sense as 
closers can get their feet under them on turf and the late kick has greater opportunity -- but no profits.   
 
It is the artificial (Poly) surfaces that give these horses their best shot.   At tracks such as KEE and DMR 
they actually succeed quite nicely.  This is a wake up call to handicappers that the nature of the game is 
changing as more all-weather surfaces are installed.  “Slow early” is not the ‘kiss of death’ as it is on dirt.  
 
The overall (ALL) ROI for these horses is very bad with a –33% return.  Yet the I.V. comparison of the 
various distance/surface categories shows greater separation and gives us some insight into the evolving 
nature of horse racing in the Poly track era.   
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Handicapping with HTR2 
2yr Top Ranked Last Race Speed 

 

It’s been around for more than 30 years, practically written in stone like one of the 10-commandments 
from numerous handicapping authors and experts  
 
Bet the 2yr with the fastest time or best speed rating in its last start. 
 
This one is so universal that I have seen it written up at least twice again this summer in popular 
publications and can find it in almost any popular handicapping book.  Typically, the writers offer no 
documentation for it, but simply present the axiom as a fact.  Let’s give it the acid test. 
 
We’ll use the PER rank to assume the hierarchy of best last-race speed for our 2-year-old test.   
Determining the rank of the fastest 2yr in a race is usually a slam-dunk for any set of speed figures you 
look at, even raw final time.  Most baby races are short sprints and there is limited form cycle to consider 
as most of the runners have just a start or two in their career.  So it should be cut and dried - bet the fastest 
horse and take home the money – right? 
 
I restricted the test to dirt/poly sprint races and purse $10,000 and up to ensure we have an unambiguous 
test result on widely playable races. 
 
2yr    Best Last Race PER (PL-1)   Purse $10,000+  No Turf  
Factor     Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
 

PER= 1     03963     27     61    0.84    $73    2.28 
PER= 2     02958     17     51    0.77    $84    1.46 
 

Analysis    
The win percentage (27%) and I.V. (2.28) for the top rank seems to verify the claim of success for best 
last race 2yr speed.  But the ROI is weak (-16%) and there are a whole lot of statistical distortion and 
other issues to consider before we pass judgment. 
 

• The majority of 2yr races are for maidens and a large number of horses in those races are first 
time starters.  This often leaves just one or two entrants with a running line and they will 
automatically be ranked 1-2.   I ran a separate test with non-maidens (below) to avoid this issue. 

 
• Notice the difference in the play count between PER=1 and PER=2.   There are over a thousand 

more with rank = 1.  This indicates there is either a multitude of ties or a large number of races 
with just one horse getting ranked.  A single rank often occurs in cheaper 2yr maiden races as 
many horses run so poorly (or slow) in their debut that they are not even ranked by HTR if the 
PER falls below a certain minimum.  The solo rank=1 is also very common in early season 2yr 
races where all of the other horses are making their debut. 

 
• Despite the issues mentioned above, the impact value for rank=1 is still very strong at 2.28.  This 

is clear evidence that race experience helps.  Even though the win% for the top ranking may be a 
bit phony with so few others horses to rate, they still win more than double their share.     

 
• The top ranked last-race speed 2yrs are over bet and usually underlays.  They are just too easy for 

the public to identify.   The average winner’s odds are only 2/1 and often the race favorite.  You 
can’t make any money betting on these horses directly, but they do provide stability to exotic 
wagers as they win 27% and finish 1-2-3 more than 60% of the time. 

 
On the next page we’ll test non-maiden 2yr races separately.  Each of the horses in these races will have 
at least one running line to rate.  This will help us avoid the statistical problems common with rating 2yr 
maiden races that have multiple first timers or horses with no rank. 
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Handicapping with HTR2 
2yr Top Ranked Last Race Speed – Non-Maidens 

 
Here are the results of betting “best last race speed” for 2yr non-maidens.   
 
2yr  Best Last Race PER (PL-1)  Non-Maiden   Purse $10,000+  No Turf  
Factor     Plays    Win%   ITM%   WROI    High   I.V. 
 

PER= 1     00878     28     64    0.82    $44    2.01 
PER= 2     00755     20     53    0.85    $60    1.51 
 

PAC= 1     00863     26     57    0.96    $60    1.95 
 

Analysis 
Pretty good win% again; the ROI is miserable but the winners are there in bunches – mostly chalk 
unfortunately.  Almost 50% of the winners of these races were ranked 1-2 in last race PER.  Here are 
some additional insights  
 

• Reminder that the maiden races were removed from this test.  This gives us a clear picture of how 
well the PER rates with 2yr races with most of the unknown horses out of the picture. 

 
• Nearly two-thirds of the PER=1 runners are “live” and make it into the trifecta (ITM%). 

 
• K=1 finds most of the good ones and hits a strong 35% winners, 70% ITM and a win ROI of 

0.88, a major improvement over the PER.    The (K) uses PER as a primary factor, but can also 
weed out some of the losers and enable an improved hit rate. 

 
• PAC= 1 is the better choice for the pursuit of price plays and generates a lot more money in the 

2yr ranks.  With an ROI that approaches profitability overall, this may be the key finding with 
this entire test.  The win rate (26%) is almost equal to the PER. 

 
• PL-5 had similar win% results with PER, but the ROI was improved at 0.86. 
 

Summary of “best last-race speed for 2yr races” 
While the conventional wisdom still has some merit and the win rate is handsome, you’ll have to work 
hard to make any money with it.  The simplicity of the method cannot survive the public and they are 
bound to over bet these horses.   However, they do not seem to over bet the best last race pace figure 
(PAC=1), so consider that as an alternative nowadays.     
 
You can easily duplicate my 2yr tests by using the Robot filters. 
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Late Announcements and Reminders 
 
New Help Screens 
HTR Webmaster Rick and some of our members have put together some terrific new HELP 
screens with color graphics and user-friendly explanations of many screens.  Click the link 
below to take a look.   Thanks to everyone for their input and especially Rick for a super job!   
 
   http://www.homebased2.com/km/help.htm    
 
MaxVel Upgrade 
Thank you for the feedback and suggestions on the Maxvel software. I’ll be working new 
features and posting the new update after the Breeders Cup and coinciding with the November 
newsletter. 
 
Orleans October 
I’ll be out of the office Oct 4-7 competing in the Fall Orleans Championship tournament with 
many other HTR subscribers.  It’s been a remarkable year at the tourneys for our members - 
let’s keep it going!   
 
 
 
 
 

HTR Software 
 

Voicemail:  714-366-1HTR 
Fax:  714-693-3399 
Email:  kmsoft@earthlink.net 
HTR website (software updates):  www.htr2.com 
        www.homebased2.com/km 
 
HTR Report is an on-line newsletter and is published bi-monthly, then placed on the HTR member 
(download) web site around the 5th of the month published.  Monthly subscribers to HTR can view the 
current newsletter for no charge on-line, Adobe Reader software (free) required.  Past issues are available 
in our website archive library. 
 
Products and services from KM Software 
HTR Unlimited Download: $119/mo includes the on-line edition of this newsletter. 
HTR Software FREE requires download subscription for use. 
 Download the latest copy of HTR software from our web site. 

KM Software has been a licensed business in California since 1994. 
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